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Abstract—Microarchitectural simulators are often partitioned
into separate, but interacting, functional and timing simulators.
These simulators interact through some interface whose level
of detail depends upon the needs of the timing simulator. The
level of detail supported by the interface profoundly affects
the speed of the functional simulator, therefore, it is desirable
to provide only the detail that is actually required. However,
as the microarchitectural design space is explored, these needs
may change, requiring corresponding time-consuming and errorprone changes to the interface. Thus simulator developers are
tempted to include extra detail in the interface “just in case”
it is needed later, trading off simulator speed for development
time.
We show that this tradeoff is unnecessary if a singlespecification design principle is practiced: write the simulator
once with an extremely detailed interface and then derive lessdetailed interfaces from this detailed simulator. We further show
that the use of an Architectural Description Language (ADL)
with constructs for interface specification makes it possible to
synthesize simulators with less-detailed interfaces from a highlydetailed specification with only a few lines of code and minimal
effort. The speed of the resulting low-detail simulators is up to
14.4 times the speed of high-detail simulators.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Microprocessor architects use simulators to evaluate new
ideas, explore the design space, and validate the behavior of
new microprocessors. One important class of simulators is
microarchitectural simulators – simulators which model the
microarchitecture of the microprocessor and provide cycleaccurate or near-cycle-accurate predictions of microprocessor
performance. These simulators model both the timing and
functionality of the microprocessor.
Microarchitectural simulators are complex pieces of software and the time required to develop them can be significant,
taking up a large portion of the time available for architectural
exploration [1]. They are also growing more complex over
time; the advent of multicore processors implies that the
simulators must be able to accurately model multiple threads
of execution and operating system effects [2]. Furthermore,
microarchitectural simulators are not static; they must change
to reflect the points in the design space which the architects
are considering. As a result, techniques which reduce simulator complexity in order to accelerate the development and
modification of microarchitectural simulators are necessary;
such techniques permit architects to spend less time developing
simulators and more time exploring the design space.

One technique to reduce microarchitectural simulator complexity is to decouple the functional behavior of a microprocessor from the timing behavior. A decoupled microarchitectural
simulator contains two separate but interacting simulators:
a functional simulator which models just the functional or
architecturally-visible behavior of the microprocessor and a
timing simulator which models just the timing of the microprocessor [3]. This separation of functional behavior from timing
behavior is advantageous because:
•

•
•

•

The complexity of debugging the simulator is reduced.
For example, it is far simpler to debug functionality errors
in a purely functional simulator than in a single integrated
simulator where their effects may not become apparent
until millions of cycles after they occur.
Functional validation is faster as a functional simulator
is much faster than a full microarchitectural simulator.
Techniques for accelerating functional simulators such as
binary translation [4], direct execution [5], and compiledcode simulation [6] are more easily employed in a separate functional simulator.
Stand-alone functional simulators are useful for early
software development for the target microprocessor.

Timing and functional simulators must interact through
some interface; this interface defines the means of control
that the timing and functional simulator offer each other and
the information which is communicated between them. This
interface is affected by the needs of the timing simulator and
the overall organization of the microarchitectural simulator.
Some microarchitectural simulator organizations will require
more or less detailed information and more or less detailed
control than others. For example, one timing simulator may
wish to control the time at which operands are read and
written, but another may not need this control.
The level of detail which is needed may evolve over time as
the microarchitectural design space is explored. For example,
early in the design process, timing simulators may abstract
many details of the timing and require little information
from the functional simulator. As the design becomes betterspecified, the timing simulators become more detailed and
may then require more information. This change in interface
requirements may occur independently of any change or lack
of change in the functional behavior; even if the ISA does

not change, the timing simulator may still require interface
changes.
Furthermore, a single timing simulator may require multiple
levels of information or control. For example, timing simulators which support sampling [7] perform detailed simulation
for only small portions of the total simulation run and “fastforward” through the rest of the time, performing only functional simulation. During fast-forwarding, the timing simulator
needs very little information from and exerts little control on
the functional simulator.
The requirement to provide multiple, potentially evolving
interfaces with different levels of detail leads to increased
functional simulator design complexity in three ways. First,
multiple interfaces can lead to code duplication. Second, a
change in the level of detail may affect large portions of
the simulator code. Finally, the multiple interfaces must be
individually validated. This complexity may lead simulator
developers to simply provide one interface at the maximum
level of detail.
Unfortunately, the performance of the functional simulator
depends intimately upon the level of detail of the interface.
Highly detailed interfaces incur a great deal of runtime overhead to compute and store detailed functional information and
to control timing of instruction behavior. For example, [8]
reports a 10x performance difference in the popular Simics [9]
simulator when instrumentation callbacks which yield more
detailed information are enabled. This difference in performance can be very important, depending upon the microarchitecture simulator organization. For example, when sampling is
used, functional simulation can be the bottleneck for simulator
speed [7]. In general, if the interface is more detailed than
the timing simulator needs, the microarchitectural simulator
is slower than it needs to be and degrades microarchitects’
ability to explore the design space.
Thus there is a tension between the need to simplify
microarchitectural simulator design and the need for fast
microarchitectural simulators. When the level of detail in the
interface between the timing and the functional simulator
has been tailored to include only the required information
and control, the simulator is faster. However, both tailoring
the interface and creating multiple interfaces increase the
complexity of creating the functional simulator and increase
the time spent writing simulators instead of exploring the
design space.
The goal of this work is to obviate the choice between
functional simulator speed and development time by permitting highly efficient design of timing-to-functional simulator
interfaces of varying levels of detail. The key idea is to
save simulator development effort by preventing the problems
previously mentioned: code duplication, widespread changes
to the simulator code, and validation of multiple interfaces.
We do so by practicing a fundamental design principle:
Single-specification principle
Specify all the details of instructions once and derive
the desired lower levels of detail in the interface from
that specification.

We demonstrate that synthesized functional simulators with
interfaces tailored precisely to the requirements of timing
simulators have performance benefits of up to 14.4x. The
amount of time and effort required to achieve these benefits
is trivial; we demonstrate that this 14.4x performance benefit
can be obtained by expending only minutes of development
time writing about a dozen lines of code.
Contributions
The primary contributions of this work are:
• The single-specification principle for functional-to-timing
simulator interface design.
• A description of how this principle can be practiced in
general-purpose languages used for simulator development.
• A description of how Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) – domain-specific languages which provide architects with constructs to specify instruction behavior – can be extended to greatly simplify practice of
the single-specification principle. No previous ADL has
provided a complete set of constructs which support the
single-specification principle.
• A case study with measurements of both design time
and simulator speed when an ADL supporting the singlespecification principle is used.
By adopting the single-specification principle and ADLs
which are extended to support it, architects will be able
to quickly tailor functional simulator interfaces to timing
simulators, thus reducing functional simulator development
time, increasing functional simulator speed, and increasing the
processor design space which they explore.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses common microarchitectural simulator organizations
and their information and control requirements. Section III
introduces related work on ADLs. Section IV introduces the
single-specification principle and provides options for practicing this principle. Section V presents a case study using
an ADL to practice the single-specification principle which
demonstrates that interfaces with varying levels of detail and
significant differences in performance can be designed with
little user effort.
II. D ECOUPLED M ICROARCHITECTURAL S IMULATOR
O RGANIZATIONS
A taxonomy of microarchitectural simulator organizations
was first introduced in [3] and has since been extended.
The organizations are illustrated in Figure 1. The choice of
simulator organization is typically based upon performance,
accuracy, and development and modification time considerations. By facilitating the design of multiple functional-tomicroarchitectural simulator interfaces, we hope to reduce
the importance of development and modification time in this
decision.
It is helpful to classify each organization in terms of the
level of detail required of the interface. We refer to the amount
of information present in an interface as its informational
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Simulator organizations (modified from [3])

detail. A high informational detail interface provides more
information about instruction execution to the timing simulator
than a low informational detail interface. We refer to the
amount of control present in the interface as its semantic
detail. A high semantic detail interface provides the timing
simulator with more control over when the functionality is
performed than a low semantic detail interface does.
We now discuss each of the organizations.
A. Integrated simulators
The integrated organization uses only a single simulator
which intermingles the functional and timing aspects of the
microprocessor, and thus does not have a separate functional
simulator nor an interface. These simulators compute the
functional behavior of the instructions by directly modeling
the datapaths of the microprocessor. As there is no separate
functional simulator, the functionality must be revalidated
when timing changes.
B. Functional-first simulators
The functional-first organization places the functional simulator in charge. The functional simulator executes instructions
and produces a stream of information about their execution
which is then consumed by the timing simulator. Trace-driven
simulators are well-known [10] and use the functional-first
organization. Other examples include Simplescalar [11]1 and
Zesto [12].
The advantages of this organization are ease of implementation and a one-way, highly-decoupled data flow which could
simplify parallelization of the simulator. The instruction stream
1 While Simplescalar actually integrates the functional simulator into the
code of the timing simulator, functionality is specified independently of the
timing simulator (through a definition file) and thus Simplescalar conceptually has a decoupled organization. Reference [3] classifies Simplescalar as
functional-first because complete instruction execution happens at a single
point in the timing model.

could even be written to storage and then fed to the timing
simulator or multiple timing simulators in parallel. Furthermore, fast functional simulator implementations which execute
multiple instructions in a group, such as happens in binary
translation, direct execution, or compiled-code simulation are
easily supported.
The primary disadvantage of this organization is difficulty involved in modeling speculative execution and timingdependent behavior such as interactions between simulated
threads. A classic example of such an interaction is a spin
lock; the functional behavior (i.e., which thread acquires the
lock) depends upon the ordering of memory accesses, which
is timing-dependent. Such interactions cannot be modeled
well, particularly for relaxed memory consistency models [13]
because there is no total order of memory operations in the
simulated system, though many simulators just ignore the
potential inaccuracies. Another disadvantage is that the timing
model can be completely wrong or imply unimplementable
hardware (e.g. perfect predictors) without manifesting any
functional failures.
Control speculation can be supported by adding a capability
to the functional simulator to undo or roll back the effects of
an instruction’s execution and to redirect fetch. Simplescalar
[11] supports such an interface.
Interfaces for functional-first simulators usually require low
semantic detail – a single functional simulator call per instruction (or even per basic block or function) – and moderate
informational detail: often just decoded operand identifiers
(e.g. register numbers), branch resolution information, and
effective addresses. As the timing model changes, the required
informational detail may change by adding or subtracting
intermediate values and/or operands.
C. Timing-directed simulators
The timing-directed organization places the timing simulator
in control. As instructions flow through the microarchitecture,
the timing simulator asks the functional simulator to execute
particular elements of each instruction’s behavior (e.g. fetch,
decode, operand fetch, writeback) and then uses execution
information returned by the functional simulator. Examples
include Asim [14] and HAsim [15]; Simics [9] also provides
a timing-directed interface in addition to a functional-first
interface.
The primary advantage of this organization is that speculation and thread interactions are handled very naturally in
the timing simulator. The functional simulator does not need
to support speculation if the timing simulator manipulates
operand values directly to perform bypassing. Similarly, if
the functional simulator’s memory writes can be controlled
by the timing simulator, many memory consistency models
can be functionally simulated. Any memory model can be
simulated if the timing simulator manipulates memory values.
Furthermore, errors in the timing simulator involving values
are likely to be manifest as functional failures; while such
failures are often difficult to debug, they do allow validation
of the timing simulator.

The primary disadvantages are increased complexity in the
functional simulator, potentially tight coupling between the
functional and timing simulators, and the simulation speed
effects of having multiple requests through the interface per
instruction.
Timing-directed simulators typically require very high semantic detail, allowing the microarchitectural model to fetch
and write back individual operands at different times. Furthermore, high informational detail is also needed, generally
including all the information used in functional-first simulators
plus individual operand values. As the timing model changes,
the required informational and semantic detail is highly likely
to change. Timing-directed simulators often require an additional interface for “fast-forward” during sampling; the additional interface has low semantic detail (perhaps one call to
execute N instructions) and provides little, if any, information
about instruction execution.
D. Timing-first simulators
The timing-first organization places the timing simulator
in control, but allows it to be corrected by the functional
simulator. In this organization, the timing simulator performs
functional behavior which is then checked by the functional
simulator; when there is a mismatch, the timing simulator’s
pipeline is flushed and its architectural state is reloaded from
the functional simulator. Thus this organization is actually
an integrated microarchitectural simulator with a functional
simulator used as a checker. Examples include TFsim [3].
The primary advantage of this organization is that the timing
simulator need not be totally functionally correct – corner
cases and rare instructions can be ignored and bugs can be
tolerated – which may reduce the simulator’s development
time relative to a normal integrated simulator. Furthermore,
the functional simulator does not need to support speculation.
The checking by a functional simulator improves debuggability of the timing simulator by providing nearly-immediate
notification when an error occurs.
The primary disadvantage is that an integrated microarchitectural simulator must still be built, though it may be simpler
to develop and debug than a normal integrated simulator.
Furthermore, thread interactions are not correctly modeled
because the functional model’s memory order does not match
the timing model’s memory order; however, by recording the
number of mismatches, it may be possible to argue that for a
given simulation run with few mismatches, the discrepancy in
interactions is insignificant.
The interface between the functional and timing simulators
has low, one-call-per instruction semantic detail. The informational detail depends upon how the timing-first simulator
is implemented. In TFsim, no per-instruction information is
needed; the timing model directly queries architectural state
in the functional model after requesting the execution of
one instruction. However, a different timing-first simulator
implementation could perform the checking based on operand
values rather than state. The interface should not need to
change frequently as the timing simulator changes. However,

the timing simulator’s functional behavior should be revalidated when the timing changes due to the integrated nature of
the timing simulator. Feedback on the number of mismatches
might be used to trigger revalidation only when the functional
behavior of the timing model is frequently wrong.
E. Speculative functional-first simulators
The speculative functional-first organization [16] allows
the functional simulator to run independently of the timing
simulator, providing a stream of execution information as in
the functional-first organization. The difference, however, is
that all execution, not just that after a branch, is considered
speculative, and when the timing simulator detects that the
functional simulator’s execution has differed in any way from
the timing simulator’s, e.g. by using a memory order leading to
different load values, it can command the functional simulator
to undo its previous behavior and continue down another path
or with different memory results. Examples include UTFast
[17] and FastSim [18].
The advantages of this organization are the natural parallelism of the functional and timing simulator due to the nearly
one-way data flow2 and the ability to correctly model simulated thread interactions. Furthermore, the functional simulator
optimizations used in functional-first simulators can be used
(e.g., UTFast uses binary translation).
The disadvantages are that the timing model needs to
implement some elements of functionality – though not as
many as the timing-first organization – and that the functional
model must support speculation as well as a means to override the results of memory operations when recovering from
misspeculation.
The interface between the functional and timing simulators
has low semantic detail, with one call per instruction or basic
block. The informational detail is moderate and similar to that
of functional-first simulators, with the addition of memory
load values or other timing-dependent values and control
flow information. As the timing model changes, the required
informational detail may change by adding or subtracting
intermediate values and/or operands.
III. A RCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGES AND
INTERFACES

An Architecture Description Language (ADL) is a domainspecific language which provides architects with constructs to
specify instruction formats and behavior. They are commonly
used to provide descriptions of an instruction set architecture
which can be synthesized into a functional simulator or used
to retarget a compiler. Many ADLs have previously been
proposed and only a handful can be be mentioned here; in this
discussion we focus particularly on the interfaces provided to
timing simulators.
Languages such as nML [19] and ISDL [20] mix descriptions of the microarchitecture with the instruction semantics
2 This parallelism is exploited in [17] to implement the timing simulator in
reconfigurable hardware.

and have no concept of decoupled functional and microarchitectural simulators.
ISP [21], LISAS [22], and SimGen [23] and an extension
to EXPRESSION [24] were designed for functional simulator
synthesis, providing constructs to specify instruction set decoding and semantics. However, these languages provide only
a single-call-per-instruction level of semantic detail with no
information.
Other languages such as MIMOLA [25], ADL [26], and
RADL [27] allow descriptions of microarchitecture, but do
not provide constructs identifying instruction semantics, thus
behaving more like hardware description languages.
LISA [28], UPFAST [29], and ArchC [30] allow specification of instruction semantics at a high level of detail,
with instructions broken up into operations or steps. These
steps are then mapped onto a pipeline description to generate
an integrated simulator. While they are not designed for
decoupled simulator development, their separate specification
of semantics could make them good candidates for extensions
to support the single-specification principle.
The Facile language [31] does not support high levels of
detail in the specification, but does support multiple interfaces
to timing simulators: a fast interface which uses memoized
microarchitectural information to perform simulation and a
slow interface which performs fully detailed simulation.
D’Errico and Qin [32] describe a simple ADL which allows
generation of both interpreted and compiled simulators from
the same description but which does not support multiple
levels of detail.
The SimpleScalar toolkit [11] defines instruction behavior
through a collection of C macro calls and definitions which
could be seen as a limited form of ADL. The definition file can
be included multiple times with different macro definitions to
provide multiple levels of informational detail. However the
limitations of the C macro syntax make it difficult to provide
multiple levels of semantic detail.
COTson [33] uses the SimNow functional simulator, which
provides multiple levels of detail through just-in-time direct execution. The timing simulator registers callbacks on
functional simulator events such as instruction execution or
memory accesses. The functional simulator includes the callback notification when translating target code into its code
cache. The supported levels of detail are limited by the set of
callbacks provided.
IV. T HE SINGLE - SPECIFICATION PRINCIPLE
Developing a functional simulator is conceptually straightforward – simply implement the ISA manual. However, in
practice, interfacing a functional simulator to timing simulators
can be rather complex. As was seen in the previous section,
there are many different levels of informational and semantic
detail possible in the interface.
One way to deal with this variety of interface possibilities
would be to implement each interface individually, essentially
implementing different functional simulators for each timing
simulator. The problems with this approach are large amounts

of code duplication leading to both increased development
time and chance of error and the need to completely validate
each interface individually. Furthermore, if changes to the timing simulator force changes to the interface, the changes must
be propagated throughout the associated functional simulator
and are not likely to be local changes.
Another way to deal with the variety of interface possibilities would be to implement a single interface which
is a superset of all the other interfaces. Such an interface
would report all conceivable functional information about an
instruction – e.g., operand values, operand decoding information, branch resolutions, effective addresses, and intermediate
results. The interface would provide highly detailed control
of instruction behavior – e.g., allowing individual control of
the time when each source operand is read and destination
operand is written. For a given simulator organization, any
extra informational detail would always be present and simply
be ignored by the timing simulator. Extra semantic detail
would be handled by “wrapping” the highly-detailed interface
calls into a single lower-detailed call – e.g., a function which
fetches all operands by calling the interface calls which fetch
each individual operand. Unfortunately, this one-size-fits-all
approach loses all potential for performance improvement
through tailoring the interface to the needs of the timing
simulator. The functional simulator provided with the Liberty
Simulation Environment [1] uses this one-size-fits-all approach
to provide two levels of semantic detail.
A better way to deal with the variety of interface possibilities is to develop a single superset interface as in the previous
paragraph, but structure the functional simulator’s code so
that lower-detailed interfaces can be easily derived from the
superset interface. This structuring of the code should ensure
that the performance gains of lower-detailed interfaces are
preserved. We call such an approach the single specification
approach and can state it as a design principle:
Single-specification principle
Specify all the details of instructions once and derive
the desired lower levels of detail in the interface from
that specification.
The simulator design complexity problems which multiple,
evolving interfaces with different levels of detail introduce
are solved by practice of the single-specification principle.
There is no code duplication because instruction semantics
are implemented only once in the code. When practiced as
described in the rest of this section, changes to the level
of detail result in localized changes to the code. Validation
of multiple interfaces is simplified because changes to the
interfaces are localized and do not get mixed with instruction
semantics.
We now describe two means of practicing the singlespecification principle. The first manually organizes the code
of a simulator written in a general-purpose programming
language such as C or C++. The second employs Architectural
Description Languages (ADLs) and synthesizes functional
simulators.

struct dynamic instr {
...
uint64 t src operand1 , src operand2 , src operand3 ,
dest operand ;
uint64 t effective addr ;
...
}
...
v o i d c o m p u t e e f f e c t i v e a d d r ( d y n a m i c i n s t r &DI ) {
i f ( i s a l o a d ( DI ) | | i s a s t o r e ( DI ) )
DI . e f f e c t i v e a d d r = s r c o p e r a n d 1 + s r c o p e r a n d 2 ;
}
v o i d d o l o a d ( d y n a m i c i n s t r &DI ) {
i f ( i s a l o a d ( DI ) )
DI . d e s t o p e r a n d = p e r f o r m l o a d ( DI . e f f e c t i v e a d d r ) ;
}
...

Fig. 2.

A portion of a timing-to-functional simulator interface

A. Manual implementation
A single specification of instructions can be achieved
through proper structuring of the simulator code. To illustrate
this structuring, first we must explain what a functional-totiming simulator interface looks like. Figure 2 shows a portion
of a typical interface. The interface contains a number of
function calls which cause the functional simulator to execute
some portion of an instruction’s semantics, e.g. computing an
effective address or loading from memory. Each of these calls
is passed a pointer to a data structure representing a dynamic
instruction instance. This data structure has fields which give
information about the dynamic instruction, e.g. its operand values and intermediate values. Examples of intermediate values
might include effective addresses, calculated branch targets,
or branch directions. They may also include any additional
information which might be useful to a timing simulator; for
example, the shifter output for a processor implementing the
ARM instruction set. The fields of the dynamic instruction
structure define the informational level of detail of the interface
and are filled in by the calls which implement semantics. 3
The function calls provided in the interface define the level
of semantic detail of the interface. For maximum flexibility
when connecting to timing simulators, any step of executing
an instruction which could take place at different times in
different microarchitectures or whose result could be timingdependent should be a separate function call. For example,
effective address calculation, address translation, and memory
accesses should be separate high-detail calls. Similarly, each
individual operand read and write should be a separate call.
Once the set of high-detail calls are created, adding interface
function calls with lower semantic detail is straightforward;
3 Note that this particular style of interface is presented only as an example;
it is not intended to illustrate a “best” interface. In particular, it may be
thought desirable in some cases to pass fields or pointers to fields directly as
parameters of the functions or to place information in return values. Indeed,
the “best” interface is the one tailored for the individual needs of the timing
simulator which must use it. The point of this work is to enable architects to
easily create such interfaces.

v o i d d o i n o n e ( d y n a m i c i n s t r &DI ) {
t r a n s l a t e p c ( DI ) ;
f e t c h i n s t r u c t i o n ( DI ) ;
d e c o d e i n s t r u c t i o n ( DI ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 1 ( DI ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 2 ( DI ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 3 ( DI ) ;
c o m p u t e e f f e c t i v e a d d r e s s ( DI ) ;
e v a l u a t e a l u ( DI ) ;
d o l o a d ( DI ) ;
w r i t e b a c k d e s t 1 ( DI ) ;
d o s t o r e ( DI ) ;
}

Fig. 3.

Interface function executing a single instruction per call

simply write functions which call the higher-detail functions.
For example, Figure 3 shows a function which provides
the complete semantics of one instruction in one call in a
hypothetical simulator; it does so by calling all the individual
high-detail functions. If the compiler inlines these calls, then
no speed penalty is paid for using the highly-detailed functions
to avoid duplicating code.
Unfortunately, this approach does not directly allow the
creation of lower levels of informational detail. The problem
is that this approach requires that all information which is
produced in one call and used in another call be carried
somehow between the calls – in this example interface it is
carried in the dynamic instruction structure – whether or not
the timing simulator actually needs it.
The solution is to not use the dynamic instruction structure
at the highest level of semantic detail. Instead, individual
fields which could be in the structure should be passed by
reference to the highest-detailed functions. The lower-detail
function assigns either local variables or fields of the dynamic
instruction structure to these reference parameters. The result
looks like Figure 4. In this example, the effective address and
opcode are not reported to the timing simulator, but all other
information is. If the compiler, after inlining, is able to recognize that the local variables can be register-allocated, then no
speed penalty is paid for using highly-detailed functions with
highly-detailed information. Furthermore, the computation of
information which is not actually needed semantically and
not part of the interface becomes dead code which can be
optimized away.
This approach has two limitations. First, while it is easy to
understand, it is tedious to implement; all of the highest-detail
functions must use reference parameters and all of the lowerdetail (whether informational or semantic) functions must get
the parameters right. Second, the approach is dependent upon
the quality of the compiler, particularly upon the quality of
the inliner and the compiler’s ability to perform analysis on
pointers to local variables.
B. ADL-based implementation
The limitations of the manual approach suggest the use
of Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) to specify

...
v o i d c o m p u t e e f f e c t i v e a d d r ( o p c o d e t &opcode ,
u i n t 6 4 t &s r c o p e r a n d 1 ,
u i n t 6 4 t &s r c o p e r a n d 2 ,
u i n t 6 4 t &e f f e c t i v e a d d r ) {
i f ( i s a l o a d ( opcode ) | | i s a s t o r e ( opcode ) )
effective addr = src operand1 + src operand2 ;
}
v o i d d o l o a d ( o p c o d e &opcode ,
u i n t 6 4 t &e f f e c t i v e a d d r ,
u i n t 6 4 t &d e s t o p e r a n d ) {
i f ( i s a l o a d ( opcode ) )
dest operand = perform load ( effective addr ) ;
}
...
v o i d d o i n o n e ( d y n a m i c i n s t r &DI ) {
uint64 t effective addr ; / / local for e f f e c t i v e address
opcode t opcode ;
/ / l o c a l f o r opcode
t r a n s l a t e p c ( DI . pc , DI . p h y s p c ) ;
f e t c h i n s t r u c t i o n ( DI . phys pc , DI . i n s t r b i t s ) ;
d e c o d e i n s t r u c t i o n ( DI . i n s t r b i t s , o p c o d e ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 1 ( opcode , DI . i n s t r b i t s ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 1 ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 2 ( opcode , DI . i n s t r b i t s ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 2 ) ;
r e a d s r c o p e r a n d 3 ( opcode , DI . i n s t r b i t s ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 3 ) ;
c o m p u t e e f f e c t i v e a d d r e s s ( opcode ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 1 ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 2 ,
effective addr );
e v a l u a t e a l u ( opcode ,
DI . s r c o p e r a n d 1 , DI . s r c o p e r a n d 2 ,
DI . d e s t o p e r a n d ) ;
d o l o a d ( opcode , e f f e c t i v e a d d r , DI . d e s t o p e r a n d ) ;
w r i t e b a c k d e s t 1 ( opcode , DI . d e s t o p e r a n d ) ;
d o s t o r e ( opcode , e f f e c t i v e a d d r , DI . s r c o p e r a n d 3 ) ;
}

Fig. 4.

Interface function with less informational detail

and synthesize the functional simulator.4 We recommend the
following ADL-based methodology:
1) Create a high-detail specification of the instruction
set. Creating such a specification involves two tasks. First,
declare all the possible operands and intermediate values.
Second, describe the instruction set at an extremely high
level of semantic detail, corresponding to the highestdetail function calls of the previous approach.
2) Describe a timing simulator interface. Because this
interface will be used for initial debugging of the instruction set, it is convenient to use a low level of semantic
detail and a high level of informational detail. One call
per instruction is convenient for debugging because the
resulting simulator is reasonably fast and has all the
semantics of an instruction in one function. Including
all intermediate values and operands in the information
provided by the interface is also helpful for debugging,
as values in the dynamic instruction structure do not get
optimized away by compilers.
4 The situation is analogous to using an object-oriented programming style
in C vs. C++; you can do it in C, but the language constructs in C++ simplify
the task.

3) Synthesize and validate the resulting simulator. The
validation should be done by running a large number
of programs whose output can be tested; ideally an ISA
validation suite would be used.
We have found that errors at this level of detail are usually errors in instruction semantics, instruction encoding,
or emulation of operating system calls. We envision that
extensive validation of the high-detail specification will
be needed only once for an instruction set, though it may
be performed again if the instruction set changes.
4) As additional interfaces are needed, describe the new
interfaces, re-synthesize and revalidate. The revalidation need not be as extensive as the original validation
because the semantics are already known to be good and
have not changed; the only mistakes which can be made
are in the interface specifications.
Nearly all errors at this stage occur because some
intermediate value or operand that needs to be visible
is hidden in the interface or because a step of instruction
execution was left out. These errors are manifest early in
the validation process; indeed, it is usually impossible to
simulate more than a few hundred instructions before the
simulation goes wrong when these errors are present.
5) Repeat step 4 as necessary. We emphasize that it is
neither necessary nor desirable to specify or validate all
interfaces a priori when designing a microarchitectural
model. Because the best interface depends upon the
timing simulator’s requirements, and those requirements
will change in unpredictable ways as the model is refined
or additional points in the design space are explored,
the interface definitions should be created, modified, and
validated as they are needed.
To support such a design flow, an ADL must have constructs
which allow the instruction set to be defined with high levels of
semantic and informational detail. It must also allow interfaces
to be specified. Finally, given the prevalence of speculation in
functional-to-timing simulator interfaces, it may also be useful
to provide a means to specify how to speculate.
We now discuss each ADL requirement in turn, illustrating
them using an ADL named LIS which we have developed
specifically to implement the single-specification principle.
The simulators which are generated from this LIS description
are specialized for use with the Liberty Simulation Environment (LSE) [1]. Because the implementation details of LIS are
neither the focus nor a contribution of this paper, we do not
provide detailed explanations of the LIS constructs. We wish
to emphasize that equivalent constructs could (and should) be
added to other ADLs.
1) High-detail instruction semantics: The first ADL requirement is a means to break the semantics of an instruction
into smaller steps. This requirement has been met by several
past ADLs, e.g. LISA through its OPERATION construct and
UPFAST through its Time-Annotated Procedures (TAPs).
Within LIS, detailed instruction semantics are specified via
an action construct which associates a snippet of C++ code
with an instruction and names the snippet with an action name.

The following LIS code shows a simple action for the effective
address computation from Figure 4.

b u i l d s e t e x a m p l e ALL {
v i s i b i l i t y h i d e e f f e c t i v e a d d r , opcode ;
entrypoint
translate
{
read src
compute
do load ,

action load @compute effective addr = {
effective addr = src operand1 + src operand2 ;
}

2) High-detail instruction information: The second ADL
requirement is a means to specify intermediate values and
operands which can be communicated through the interface.
These intermediate values and operands define the highest
level of informational detail supported by the ISA description.
This requirement has been met in past ADLs; e.g. LISA
through its GROUP and PIPELINE_REGISTER constructs,
UPFAST through its controldata construct, and Facile
through its val construct.
In LIS, intermediate values are called fields. The field
definition construct gives the name of the field and its type.
The following LIS code defines the effective address field in
Figure 2.
field effective addr uint64 t ;

In LIS, operands are defined using an operand construct.
This construct adds an operand to an instruction. The following
code defines the operands used in Figure 2. The functional
call in the construct refers to another LIS construct called an
accessor (not shown) which describes how operands should
be decoded, read from architectural state, and written to architectural state. The arguments are bitfields from the instruction encoding. The operand names are defined in a separate
operandname construct which provides action names for
operand decode, fetch, and write.
operand l o a d s r c o p e r a n d 1 R( R s r c 1 ) ;
operand l o a d s r c o p e r a n d 2 R( R s r c 2 ) ;
operand l o a d d e s t o p e r a n d R( R d e s t 1 ) ;
operandname s r c 1 ( d e c o d e
= src operand1 ;
operandname s r c 2 ( d e c o d e
= src operand2 ;
operandname d e s t 1 ( d e c o d e
= dest operand1

instruction , read src operand1 )

void do in one ( ) =
pc , fetch instruction , decode instruction
opcode }
operand1 , read src operand2 , read src operand3 ,
effective address , evaluate alu ,
writeback dest1 , do store ;

}

4) Speculation: Support for speculation is an optional
ADL requirement, but can be very useful for creating functional simulators supporting the functional-first and speculative functional-first organizations. No previous ADL has
documented support for speculation, though it is not hard
to imagine that speculative simulators could be generated
from many ADLs, particularly those which directly declare
destination operands.
In LIS, speculation is handled with a very simple approach: the instruction information structure carries enough
information to roll back the architectural effects of each
instruction. Methods to store and use this information are
part of the operand accessors; default methods using the read
and write accessors are generated if specialized ones are not
given. Speculation can be enabled on a per-buildset basis.
An interesting area for future work is ADL constructs which
support the description of speculation, allowing easier use of
approaches such as that of [34] or [35].
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate the effectiveness of the single-specification
principle by specifying functional simulators with a variety
of interfaces with differing levels of detail. We provide insight
into the difficulty of doing so by comparing the amount of time
and lines of code required to specify an instruction set and to
specify a new interface. We measure the speed of the resulting
simulators and analyze the cost of semantic and informational
detail.

instruction , read src operand2 )

A. Instruction sets
instruction , writeback dest1 )
;

3) Interfaces: The third ADL requirement is a means to
specify interfaces. Each interface specification must define
the levels of both informational and semantic detail for the
interface. No previous ADL has provided constructs which
allow the specification of multiple interfaces with different
levels of detail. This lack of support exists because previous
ADLs which allowed high-detail specifications of semantics
have generated integrated simulators.
In LIS, interfaces are defined using the buildset construct. We do not enforce a pre-determined set of buildset
definitions or levels of detail. Informational detail is controlled via a visibility construct which lists fields and
operands to make visible. Semantic detail is controlled via
an entrypoint construct which lists the actions which are
to be called within the entrypoint. The following LIS code
defines a buildset corresponding to Figure 4.

We used three instruction sets for the evaluation: Alpha,
ARM v5, and PowerPC. Only user mode instructions were
included; the ARM description also did not include floating
point instructions. Operating system calls were emulated.
Several LIS description files were prepared for each instruction set. One file defines the instructions themselves.
Another file describes how the functional simulator calls an
operating system emulator. These calls are made by overriding
the semantics of the instruction conventionally used to enter
into the operating system. A handful of other files describe
the buildsets to be generated. Table I shows the sizes of
the instruction set descriptions and approximate number of
instructions in each instruction set. The overall size of the
specification is affected by many language elements beyond
those described in this paper, such as sharing of behavior
within instruction classes.
The descriptions were created by an experienced simulator
developer already familiar with the instruction sets, LIS, and

TABLE I
I NSTRUCTION SET CHARACTERISTICS

Lines of LIS code
(excl. comments and blank lines)
ISA description
OS/simulator support
Binary translator support
Buildsets
Lines per experimental buildset
Approximate number of instructions
Development/debug time (man-hours)

Alpha

ISA
ARM

PowerPC

1656
317
1104
308
13
200
abt. 40

2047
225
1107
308
13
40
abt. 40

3805
182
1105
327
14
240
abt. 60

functional simulation. The man-hours required – 40 to 60
per instruction set – is a reasonable amount of effort to
obtain a working user-mode functional simulator. Less-skilled
developers will require longer – development of a SPARC
V9 LIS description required 286 man-hours using students
unfamiliar with either SPARC or functional simulation.
The lines per buildset statistic in Table I represents the
amount of work necessary to add a new interface; about a
dozen lines of code per interface on average. These few lines
can be created in mere minutes; as the buildset description in
Section IV-B3 demonstrated, all that is needed is a list of the
information to be hidden or shown and a list of the semantic
steps to go into each interface call.
B. Interface levels of detail
To measure the effects of detail on simulator speed, we
described a total of twelve different interfaces having a variety
of levels of semantic and informational detail; some also had
speculation support. These interfaces are intended as examples
of typical interfaces; we emphasize again that the best interface
for a particular timing simulator is one specialized for that
timing simulator.
Three levels of semantic detail were investigated:
• Block: Each interface call executes a basic block.
• One: Each interface call executes a single instruction.
• Step: Seven interface calls (for fetch, decode, operand
fetch, evaluate, memory, writeback, and exception) together execute a single instruction.
Three levels of informational detail were investigated:
• Min: Only minimal information needed to control the
simulator (address, instruction encoding, next PC, faults,
and simulator context) is made visible in the interface.
• Decode: Minimal information plus decode information
and effective addresses are visible. This detail may be
appropriate for many functional-first simulators.
• All: All fields and operand values are visible.
Speculation support was added to some interfaces; the presence or absence of speculation support is labeled as Yes or
No, respectively.
C. Synthesis
We generated functional simulators for each instruction set.
Each simulator contained all of the interfaces described above;

the interface to use was selected via command-line option.
The synthesis process specialized the code for each interface
by directly inserting instruction semantics into each interface
function (thus removing the need for aggressive inlining in
the compiler) and by declaring hidden fields as local variables
rather than references to the instruction information structure.
The generated simulators used binary translation techniques
based upon the LLVM compiler framework [36] to accelerate
simulation speed.
D. Validation
The descriptions were validated by testing the generated
simulators using suites of benchmark programs. The CPU
2000 integer benchmarks were used for all the instruction sets;
the CPU 2000 floating point benchmarks were additionally
used for Alpha and PowerPC. MediaBench was additionally
used for ARM and PowerPC.
During the development and debugging of the descriptions,
an interface with low semantic detail and high informational
detail without speculation was used as suggested in section
IV-B; this interface would be labeled as One/All/No. This
interface was easy to debug because all of the instruction
information is stored and each instruction has a single function. After all benchmarks worked for this interface, the other
interfaces were written and debugged in a few moments with
a short benchmark. We observed that the typical specification
error in an interface is leaving out some instruction step or
leaving a field hidden which must be communicated between
steps. Such errors tend to manifest themselves rapidly as
unexpected behavior in any benchmark.
We then validated all the interfaces by running all the
benchmarks, calling the interfaces on a rotating basis; each
dynamic instruction or basic block used a different interface
than the previous one. This procedure ensured the validity of
all of the interfaces without requiring a complete validation
run per interface. No additional errors were found during the
interface validation runs.
E. Results
Table II shows the simulation speed in instructions per
second for each interface. The reported speed is the geometric
mean of the speed measured over the first 4 billion instructions
of six of the twelve SPEC CPU2000int benchmarks. The
simulators were run on a system equipped with two 2 GHz
dual-core Opteron 2212s and 4 GByte of memory and were
compiled using gcc 4.1.2 with flags -g -O2.
Table III shows the cost of detail in terms of the number
of host instructions per simulated instruction. These numbers
include the amortized cost of binary translation. The baseline
is the One/Min/No case; all other costs are incremental (i.e.
they should be added to the base cost to determine the actual
cost of a level of detail).
Two trends are seen in these results. First, as either the
informational or the semantic detail becomes higher, the speed
of simulation decreases as expected. Second, when speculation
support is included, the speed of simulation decreases, again

TABLE II
S IMULATION S PEED (MIPS)

Semantic
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
One
One
One
One
One
Step
Step

Detail
Informational
Min
Decode
Decode
All
All
Min
Decode
Decode
All
All
All
All

Spec.
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Alpha
37.8
11.4
9.85
9.26
8.29
16.0
8.50
7.66
7.47
6.92
2.79
2.62

Instruction Set
ARM PowerPC
26.8
19.3
12.3
8.10
10.0
6.90
7.60
7.08
6.60
6.25
14.00
11.2
9.22
6.45
7.94
5.78
6.19
5.61
5.53
5.15
2.54
2.34
2.35
2.20

TABLE III
C OSTS OF DETAIL ( HOST INSTRUCTIONS )

Base cost for instruction
Incremental cost of
decode information
Incremental cost of
full information
Incremental cost of
block-call
Incremental cost of
multiple calls
Incremental cost of
speculation

Alpha
103.98

ARM
134.95

PowerPC
143.61

46.17

53.77

63.10

VI. C ONCLUSIONS

150.51

268.48

221.5

-52.28

-49.73

-49.87

237.7

222.7

213.1

14.75

32.66

27.32

Decoupled microarchitecture simulator organizations reduce
simulator complexity but require interfaces between functional
and timing simulators. The level of detail of these interfaces is
determined by the needs of the timing simulator but strongly
affects the speed of the functional simulator, thus it is desirable
to include only the detail which is needed.
In this paper we have demonstrated that functional-to-timing
simulator interfaces with levels of detail tailored to the needs
of a timing simulator can be created by practicing the singlespecification principle: specify all the details of instructions
once and derive the desired lower levels of detail in the
interface from that specification. We have further demonstrated
that the use of an ADL which provides constructs to support
this principle can reduce the time to develop a new interface
to mere minutes. These few minutes of effort can result in
performance differences of up to 14.4x.
By adopting the single-specification principle and ADLs
which practice it, architects will be able to quickly tailor functional simulator interfaces to timing simulators, thus reducing
functional simulator development time, increasing functional
simulator speed, and increasing the processor design space
which they explore.

as expected. The lowest-detailed interface is up to 14.4 times
faster than the highest-detailed interface. These results are
roughly in agreement with those of [8], which reports a 10x
difference in Simics.
Differences in semantic detail provide the largest performance differences. These performance differences are driven
primarily by the scope of optimizations which the binary
translator can perform. At the block level of detail, optimizations can be performed across several simulated instructions.
For example, if a simulated register value is generated in
one simulated instruction and used in a later instruction,
the binary translator may register-allocate the value. Such an
optimization is not possible at higher levels of semantic detail.
The step level of detail naturally has the smallest scope for
optimizations.
Differences in informational detail are less important, but
still lead to approximately a 4x difference in performance.
This performance difference is primarily due to the amount of
work to be done per instruction – there are many additional
stores which must be performed to record information – but
may also be due in part to poorer optimization in the binary
translator when there are so many stores.
Speculation support is the least important element of performance, though it can affect it by 20%.
The base cost of instruction execution is measured using
the One/Min/No interface. This cost is quite high, despite
the use of binary translation.5 The binary translator we use
5 The

often generates very good code, but is somewhat slow. Better
tuning of the translator, especially the choice of hot code to
translate, would reduce this base cost. Note that as the base
cost goes down, the relative importance of both semantic and
informational detail will increase.
The causes of the differences in performance among the
instruction sets are not completely clear, but appear to stem
from differences in the quality of the code generated by the
binary translator. Investigation of the generated code shows
that the binary translator does a much better job of removing
redundant loads for the Alpha instruction set. We believe that
small variations in the coding style used in the instruction
semantics cause the alias analysis of translated Alpha instructions to be more precise than that of ARM and PowerPC
instructions. Further work to make binary translation more
robust is needed. It may also be of benefit to explore not using
binary translation when high levels of detail are required.

base cost is still better than interpreted simulation; similar measurements using an interpreted rather than binary-translated style of execution give
a base cost of 205.5 host instructions for the Alpha instruction set.
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